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ON THE VOLUME FUNCTIONAL OF COMPACT MANIFOLDS
WITH BOUNDARY WITH HARMONIC WEYL TENSOR
H. BALTAZAR, R. BATISTA, AND K. BEZERRA
Abstract. One of the main aims of this article is to give the complete clas-
sification of critical metrics of the volume functional on a compact manifold
M with boundary ∂M and with harmonic Weyl tensor, which improves the
corresponding classification for complete locally conformally flat case, due to
Miao and Tam [18]. In particular, we prove that a critical metric with har-
monic Weyl tensor on a simply connected compact manifold with boundary
isometric to a standard sphere Sn−1 must be isometric to a geodesic ball in
a simply connected space form Rn, Hn and Sn. In order to achieve our goal,
firstly we shall conclude the classification of such critical metrics under the
Bach-flat assumption and then we will prove that both geometric conditions
are indeed equivalent.
1. Introduction
The study of the critical metrics constitutes a classical and fruitful theme in the
theory of geometric analysis. Into this branch much attention has been given to
study the critical points of the volume functional on the space of constant scalar
curvature metrics with a prescribed boundary metric. In 2009, Miao and Tam [17]
investigated variational properties of the volume functional constrained to the space
of metrics of constant scalar curvature on a given compact manifold with prescribed
boundary. In this context, they established sufficient conditions for a metric to be
a critical point. More precisely, let Mn (n ≥ 3) be a connected, compact n-
dimensional manifold with smooth boundary ∂M (possibly disconnected) which is
endowed with a fixed metric γ, and let MRγ be the subset of Riemannian metrics
g with constant scalar curvature R and such that g|∂M = γ. The authors proved
that, if the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of (n − 1)∆g + R on M is positive, then g is
a critical point of the volume functional in MRγ if and only if there is a smooth
function f on M such that f |∂M = 0 and satisfies the follows equation
(1.1) − (∆f)g +Hessgf − fRicg = g,
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where Ric and Hessf stands, respectively, for the Ricci tensor and Hessian of f.
Following the terminology used in [17, 18] we recall the definition of a Miao-Tam
critical metrics.
Definition 1. A Miao-Tam critical metric is a 3-tuple (Mn, g, f), where (Mn, g),
n ≥ 3, is a compact Riemannian manifold with a smooth boundary ∂M and f :
Mn → R is a smooth function such that f |∂M = 0 and satisfies the equation (1.1).
Remark 1. A fundamental property of a Miao-Tam critical metrics is that its
scalar curvature Rg is a constant (see Proposition 2.1 in [11] or Theorem 7 in
[17]).
Miao and Tam in [17] showed that the only domains in space forms, on which
the standard metrics are critical points, are geodesic balls. Based on this (cf. page
156 in [17]), the following question was posed:
“It is natural to ask whether they are the only critical points with that boundary
condition.”
Despite some recent progress, only partial answers have been given to address this
issue, see, for instance, Corollary 3 in [17] and some recent results that we will
describe further below. We also remark that Miao and Tam in [18] constructed
nontrivial examples of such critical metrics with connected boundary isometric to
a standard sphere which were not geodesic balls in a space form, however the
manifolds found were not simply connected. Here, we shall give a partial answer
for this problem under harmonicity of Weyl tensor (see Corollary 1).
In 2011, Miao and Tam studied under which conditions critical metrics should
be warped products. In this case, they were able to construct explicit examples
of critical metrics which are in the form of warped products and then classified
such critical metrics under the assumption of being locally conformally flat (for
more details, see Theorem 1.2 in [18]). Furthermore, as a consequence of this clas-
sification, they proved that a locally conformally flat, simply connected, compact
Miao-Tam critical metric with boundary isometric to a standard sphere Sn−1 must
be isometric to a geodesic ball in a simply connected space form Rn, Hn or Sn.
In the same article, Miao and Tam studied these critical metrics under Einstein
condition, where they were able to remove the condition of boundary isometric to
a standard sphere. More recently, the first author and Ribeiro Jr. improved this
last result for the Ricci parallel case (see [2] for more details).
Barros, Dio´genes and Ribeiro in [6], based on the work of Cao and Chen in
[9], classified these critical metrics in four dimensional under Bach-flat condition.
Nevertheless the authors considered just the case when the Riemannian manifold is
simply connected. More precisely, for a 4-dimensional simply connected manifold
with boundary isometric to a standard sphere S3, they replaced the assumption of
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locally conformally flat in the Miao-Tam result (cf. [18, Corollary 4.1]) by the Bach-
flat condition. Later on, Kim and Shin [14] also in 4-dimensional case, proved that
a simply connected, compact Miao-Tam critical metric with boundary isometric to
a standard sphere S3 must be isometric to a geodesic ball in a simply connected
space form R4, H4 or S4, provided that the manifold has harmonic curvature. At
this point it is important to remember that, if a Riemannian manifold with constant
scalar curvature has harmonic curvature, then its Weyl tensor must be harmonic
(the converse of this fact is also true for manifold with constant scalar curvature).
For more results, please refer to [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 17, 18].
Hence, inspired by the above description we shall prove that, in fact, the two
geometric conditions are equivalent, that is, a Miao-Tam critical metric has vanish-
ing Bach tensor if and only if its Weyl tensor is harmonic. We emphasize that one
of these implications was proved in [6], namely, the authors showed that a Bach-flat
Miao-Tam critical metric must have vanishing Cotton tensor, but this is equivalent
to harmonicity of Weyl tensor (cf. Lemma 4 combined with Lemma 5 in the referred
paper). In order to establish our main result, we will first investigate the Bach-flat
Miao-Tam critical metrics on n-dimensional manifolds with boundary. In this case,
based on the techniques developed in the work of Miao and Tam [18] and motivated
by the work of Qing and Yuan in [19], we shall deduce the complete classification
of such critical metrics under Bach-flat assumption, see Theorem 2 in Section 3.
Let us highlight that, the Bochner type formulas has been applied to various
problems in global Riemannian geometry. One important application was given re-
cently by the first author and Ribeiro Jr. in [3] where, in particular, they obtained
some classification results for 3-dimensional Miao-Tam critical metrics. More pre-
cisely, in 3-dimensional case, a Miao-Tam critical metric with nonnegative sectional
curvature must be isometric to a geodesic ball in a simply connected space form R3
or S3 (see [3, Theorem 3] for more details).
A well-known fact is that if a n-dimensional manifold with n ≥ 4, is either
Einstein, locally conformally flat or has parallel Ricci tensor, then it has harmonic
Weyl tensor. Therefore, it is natural to ask what happens to the geometry of the
Miao-Tam critical metrics with harmonic Weyl tensor. To do so, as application of
the Bochner type formula obtained in [3], we shall provide some important lemmas
in order to prove that such critical metrics must satisfy W (·,∇f, ·,∇f) = 0 on
M, where f is its potential function. Finally, we will be able to classify such
critical metrics under harmonicity of Weyl tensor. More precisely, we will prove
the following result.
Theorem 1. Let (Mn, g, f) be a Miao-Tam critical metric with harmonic Weyl
tensor. Suppose that the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of (n− 1)∆g+R is nonnegative,
where R is the scalar curvature of g.
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(i) If Σ is disconnected, then Σ has exactly two connected components and
(M, g) is isometric to (I × N, ds2 + r2h) where I is a finite interval in R
containing the origin 0, (N, h) is a compact (without boundary) Einstein
manifold with Ric = (n − 2)κ0h, for some constant κ0, r is a positive
function on I satisfying r′(0) = 0 and
r′′ +
R
n(n− 1)
r = ar1−n
for some constant a > 0, and the constant κ0 satisfies
(r′)2 +
R
n(n− 1)
r2 +
2a
n− 2
r2−n = κ0.
(ii) If Σ is connected, then (M, g) is either isometric to a geodesic ball in a
simply connected space form Rn, Hn, Sn, or (M, g) is covered by one of the
above mentioned warped product in (i) with a covering group Z2.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we deduce the following rigidity
result.
Corollary 1. Let (Mn, g, f) be a simply connected, Miao-Tam critical metric with
harmonic Weyl tensor and boundary isometric to a standard sphere Sn−1. Then
(Mn, g) is isometric to a geodesic ball in a simply connected space form Rn, Hn,
or Sn.
Remark 2. Recently, the first author, R. Dio´genes and Ribeiro Jr. [4] motivated by
[14] proved that a simply connected Miao-Tam critical metric satisfying the second
order divergence-free Weyl tensor condition and boundary isometric to a standard
sphere S3 must be isometric to a geodesic ball in a simply connected space form R4,
H
4, or S4. Therefore, taking into account [4, Lemma 4] and Corollary 1 above, it is
not difficult to check that their result must be true in all dimensions.
2. Background
In this section we will recall some information and basic results that will be useful
in the proof of our main theorem. We remember that the fundamental equation of
Miao-Tam critical metric, i.e.,
(2.1) − (∆f)g +Hessf − fRic = g.
Taking the trace of (2.1) we arrive at
(2.2) ∆f +
fR+ n
n− 1
= 0.
Moreover, we recall that for operators S, T : H → H defined over an n-dimensional
Hilbert space H the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product is defined according to
(2.3) 〈S, T 〉 = tr
(
ST∗
)
,
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where tr and ∗ denote, respectively, the trace and the adjoint operation. Moreover,
if I denotes the identity operator on H the traceless operator of T is given by
(2.4) T˚ = T −
trT
n
I.
By using (2.2) it is not difficult to check that
(2.5) fR˚ic = ˚Hessf.
In order to proceed, we recall some special tensors as well as some terminology
in the study of curvature for a Riemannian manifold (Mn, g), n ≥ 3. The Weyl
tensor W is defined by the following decomposition formula
Rijkl = Wijkl +
1
n− 2
(
Rikgjl +Rjlgik −Rilgjk −Rjkgil
)
−
R
(n− 1)(n− 2)
(
gjlgik − gilgjk
)
,(2.6)
whereRijkl stands for the Riemannian curvature operator. It is important to detach
that the Weyl tensor has the same symmetries properties of the Riemann tensor
and it has trace-free in any two indices.
Moreover, the Cotton tensor C is defined as follows
(2.7) Cijk = ∇iRjk −∇jRik −
1
2(n− 1)
(
∇iRgjk −∇jRgik).
When n ≥ 4 we have
(2.8) Cijk = −
(n− 2)
(n− 3)
∇lWijkl .
An important remark about Cotton tensor Cijk is that it is skew-symmetric in
the first two indices and trace-free in any indices, that is,
(2.9) Cijk = −Cjik and g
ijCijk = g
ikCijk = 0.
For more details about these tensors we address to [8].
Finally, we recall the well-known Bach tensor that was introduced by Bach in
[1]. On a Riemannian manifold (Mn, g), n ≥ 4, the Bach tensor is defined in term
of the components of the Weyl tensor Wikjl as follows
(2.10) Bij =
1
n− 3
∇k∇lWikjl +
1
n− 2
RklWikjl ,
while for n = 3 it is given by
(2.11) Bij = ∇kCkij .
We say that (Mn, g) is Bach-flat when Bij = 0. It is easy to check that locally
conformally flat metrics as well as Einstein metrics are Bach-flat. It is worth to point
out that in dimension 4, we have that, on any compact manifold (M4, g), Bach-flat
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metrics are precisely the critical points of the conformally invariant functional on
the space of the metrics,
W(g) =
∫
M
|Wg|
2dVg.
For more details see, for example [8] or [13].
Next, from commutation formulas for first covariant derivative of the Ricci cur-
vature, for any Riemannian manifold Mn, we have
(2.12) ∇i∇jRpq −∇j∇iRpq = RijpsRsq +RijqsRps.
For more details see [12, 20].
With this notation in mind, we may deduce the following formula for the lapla-
cian of the norm of the Ricci tensor. Since the proof is short, for the sake of
completeness, we include it.
Lemma 1. Let (Mn, g) be a Riemannian manifold. Then we have:
∆|Ric|2 = 2|∇Ric|2 + 2∇p(CpijRij)− |Cijk|
2 + 2(RijRikRjk −RikRjlRijkl)
−
n
2(n− 1)
|∇R|2 +
1
n− 1
div((n− 2)Ric(∇R) +R∇R).
In particular, if (M, g) has a constant scalar curvature, the expression above becomes
∆|Ric|2 = 2|∇Ric|2 + 2∇p(CpijRij)− |Cijk |
2 + 2(RijRikRjk −RikRjlRijkl).
Proof. To begin with, we use (2.7) to arrive at
1
2
∆|Ric|2 = |∇Ric|2 +Rij∇p∇pRij
= |∇Ric|2 +Rij∇p(Cpij +∇iRpj +
1
2(n− 1)
(∇pRgij −∇iRgpj))
= |∇Ric|2 +Rij∇pCpij +Rij∇p∇iRpj +
1
2(n− 1)
(R∆R−∇i∇jRRij).
Then, from (2.12) we obtain
1
2
∆|Ric|2 = |∇Ric|2 +Rij∇pCpij +∇i∇pRpjRij + (RijRikRjk −RikRjlRijkl)
+
1
2(n− 1)
(R∆R−∇i∇jRRij),
where we change some indices for simplicity.
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Now, using the twice contracted second Bianchi identity, we immediately have
1
2
∆|Ric|2 = |∇Ric|2 +Rij∇pCpij +
n− 2
2(n− 1)
∇i∇jRRij +
1
2(n− 1)
R∆R
+(RijRikRjk −RikRjlRijkl)
= |∇Ric|2 +∇p(CpijRij)− Cpij∇pRij + (RijRikRjk −RikRjlRijkl)
+
n− 2
2(n− 1)
(div(Ric(∇R))−
1
2
|∇R|2) +
1
2(n− 1)
(div(R∇R)− |∇R|2)
= |∇Ric|2 +∇p(CpijRij)− Cpij∇pRij + (RijRikRjk −RikRjlRijkl)
−
n
4(n− 1)
|∇R|2 +
1
2(n− 1)
div((n− 2)Ric(∇R)−R∇R).
To finalize, it suffices to use that the Cotton tensor is skew-symmetric in the first
two indices and has trace-free in any two indices.

Now, for a Miao-Tam critical metric, we recall the following 3-tensor defined in
[6],
Tijk =
n− 1
n− 2
(Rik∇jf −Rjk∇if)−
R
n− 2
(gik∇jf − gjk∇if)
+
1
n− 2
(gikRjs∇sf − gjkRis∇sf).(2.13)
Note that Tijk has the same symmetry properties as the Cotton tensor:
Tijk = −Tjik and g
ijTijk = g
ikTijk = 0.
Furthermore, with a straightforward computation we verify that
(2.14) fCijk = Tijk +Wijkl∇lf.
To conclude this section, the following lemma will be useful for our purpose.
Lemma 2. Let (Mn, g, f) be a Miao-Tam critical metric. Then the following
identity holds:
(n− 2)fBij = ∇kTkij +
n− 3
n− 2
Cjki∇kf + Cikj∇kf.
Proof. Note that, by using (2.8), Bij can be rewritten as
(2.15) (n− 2)Bij = ∇kCkij +WikjlRkl.
Now, from (2.1) we obtain
(n− 2)fBij = f∇kCkij +Wikjl∇k∇lf
= ∇k(fCkij)− Ckij∇kf +Wikjl∇k∇lf.
Therefore, we use (2.14) combined with (2.8) to infer
(n− 2)fBij = ∇kTkij +∇k(Wkijl∇lf)− Ckij∇kf +Wikjl∇k∇lf
= ∇kTkij +
n− 3
n− 2
Cjki∇kf − Ckij∇kf,
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as desired. 
3. Bach-flat Critical Metrics
As mentioned in the introduction, this article has been motivated by the works
of Miao and Tam [18] as well as Barros, Dio´genes and Ribeiro [6]. However, we
must emphasize that the works of Kobayashi [15] and Kobayashi and Obata [16] on
classification of locally conformally flat static metrics and more recently, Qing and
Yuan [19] for Bach-flat static metrics, had great influence in the accomplishment
of this article. This occurs because some expressions obtained are similar to those
found in the case of Miao-Tam critical metrics. For example, if we consider a
Miao-Tam critical metric as a warped product then we must have that the warped
function satisfies the same ODE obtained in the static case (compare Lemma 1.1
in [15] with proposition 3.1 in [18]).
Throughout this section we will consider (Mn, g, f), (n ≥ 3), a n-dimensional
Miao-Tam critical metric with smooth boundary ∂M and constant scalar curvature
R such that the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of (n− 1)∆g +R on M is positive. Thus,
by [17] the potential function f satisfies f > 0 in the interior ofM and, if ν denotes
the outward unit normal to ∂M, then 〈∇f, ν〉 < 0 on each connected component of
∂M.
Let us recall some observations for a Bach-flat Miao-Tam critical metric. In fact,
in [6] the authors proved that Bach-flat condition implies that the auxiliary tensor
Tijk and the Cotton tensor Cijk vanish completely. So, it is immediate to check
that, in the Bach-flat case, the Weyl tensor satisfies
Wijkl∇lf = 0,(3.1)
for all 0 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n.
Proceeding we recall that, at a regular point of the potential function f, the
vector field ν = − ∇f|∇f | is normal to level set Σc = {p ∈ M : f(p) = c}. So,
considering {e1 = ν, e2, . . . , en} as an orthonormal frame with {ea}a≥2 tangent to
Σ, the second fundamental form of Σc is given by
(3.2) IIab = 〈∇eae1, eb〉 = −
1
|∇f |
∇a∇bf,
and its mean curvature H is given as follows,
(3.3) H =
1
|∇f |
(∇1∇1f −∆f) =
1
|∇f |
(fR11 + 1).
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Thus, its not difficult to check that
|∇f |2
n∑
a,b=2
|IIab −
H
n− 1
gab|
2 = f2|Ric|2 −
nR211f
2 + f2R2 − 2f2RR11
n− 1
−2f2
n∑
a=2
R21a
and, defining the function ρ = |∇f |2 + 2
n−1f +
R
n−1f
2, after some computation, we
rewrite the above expression as
|∇f |4
n∑
a,b=2
|IIab −
H
n− 1
gab|
2 = f2|∇f |2|Ric|2 −
1
2
|∇Σρ|2 −
R2|∇f |2f2
n− 1
−
n
4(n− 1)|∇f |2
〈∇ρ,∇f〉2 +
Rf
n− 1
〈∇ρ,∇f〉.(3.4)
Hence, if we compare Eq. (3.4) with the norm of the tensor Tijk, we can provide
a key property for our purpose. Such relation was obtained by Barros, Dio´genes
and Ribeiro jr (see [6] for more details).
Lemma 3. Let (Mn, g, f) be a Miao-Tam critical metric. Let Σc = {p ∈M, f(p) =
c} be a level set of f. If gab denotes the induced metric on Σc, then, at any point
where ∇f 6= 0, we have
(3.5) |fT |2 =
2(n− 1)2
(n− 2)2
|∇f |4
n∑
a,b=2
|IIab −
H
n− 1
gab|
2 +
n− 1
2(n− 2)
|∇Σρ|2,
where IIab and H are the second fundamental form and the mean curvature of Σc,
respectively.
Furthermore, still in [6], the authors showed nice properties about the geometry
of a Miao-Tam critical metric (Mn, g, f) and level sets of the potential function f,
namely, they obtained the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let (Mn, g,∇f) be a MiaoTam critical metric with Tijk = 0. Let c be
a regular value of f and Σc = {p ∈ M, f(p) = c} be a level set of f . We consider
e1 = −
∇f
|∇f | and choose an orthonormal frame {e2, ..., en} tangent to Σc. Under
these conditions the following assertions hold
(1) The second fundamental form IIab of Σc is IIab =
H
n− 1
gab;
(2) |∇f | is constant on Σc;
(3) R1a = 0, for all a ≥ 2 and e1 is an eigenvector of Ric;
(4) The mean curvature of Σc is constant;
(5) On Σc, the Ricci tensor either has a unique eigenvalue or two distinct
eigenvalues with multiplicity 1 and n − 1. Moreover, the eigenvalue with
multiplicity is in the direction of ∇f ;
(6) R1abc = 0 for a, b, c ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
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In the sequel, with the above notation, we are able to prove that the level sets
are Einstein manifolds since we assume the Bach-flat condition. More precisely, we
have the following result.
Lemma 5. Let (M, g, f) be a Bach-flat Miao-Tam critical metric. Then for any
level set Σc with c 6= 0 we have
RΣab =
1
n− 1
[
R− 2R11 +
(n− 2)H2
n− 1
]
gab,
where R11 and H are constant on Σc. In particular, the level sets Σc (c 6= 0) with
induced metric are Einstein manifolds.
Proof. Firstly, we use the Gauss equation jointly with Lemma 4, item (1), to deduce
RΣabcd = Rabcd + IIacIIbd − IIadIIbc
= Rabcd +
H2
(n− 1)2
(gacgbd − gadgbc).(3.6)
Now, substituting (2.6) into (3.6), we get
RΣabcd = Wabcd +
1
n− 2
(Racgbd +Rbdgac −Radgbc −Rbcgad)
−
R
(n− 1)(n− 2)
(gacgbd − gadgbc) +
H2
(n− 1)2
(gacgbd − gadgbc).
Next, substituting (2.1) into (3.2) we obtain
(3.7) IIab =
1
|∇f |
[
− fRab +
Rf + 1
n− 1
gab
]
.
On the other hand, by Lemma 4, item (1), jointly with the expression of the mean
curvature obtained in (3.3), we can deduce another expression for the second fun-
damental form, i.e.,
(3.8) IIab =
1 + fR11
(n− 1)|∇f |
gab.
So, comparing (3.7) with (3.8) and using that f > 0 in the interior of M , we
arrive at
Rab =
R−R11
n− 1
gab,
for all 2 ≤ a, b ≤ n. Consequently, we have that
RΣabcd = Wabcd +
2(R−R11)
(n− 1)(n− 2)
(gacgbd − gadgbc)
−
R
(n− 1)(n− 2)
(gacgbd − gadgbc) +
H2
(n− 1)2
(gacgbd − gadgbc)
= Wabcd +
1
(n− 1)(n− 2)
[
R− 2R11 +
(n− 2)H2
n− 1
]
(gacgbd − gadgbc).(3.9)
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In particular, as we already know that Wijkl∇lf = 0 (see equality (3.1)), we im-
mediately obtain
RΣac =
1
n− 1
[
R− 2R11 +
(n− 2)H2
n− 1
]
gac(3.10)
and
RΣ = R − 2R11 +
(n− 2)H2
n− 1
.(3.11)
To finalize, in order to see that R11 and the mean curvature H are constants on
the level sets, it suffices to use Lemma 4 jointly with the fact that M has vanishing
Cotton tensor. So, we complete the proof of the lemma. 
Now, let us recall a fundamental proposition that determine sufficient condi-
tions to a warped product metric becomes a Miao-Tam critical metric (For detailed
calculations, please refer to [18], Proposition 3.1).
Proposition 1. Let I ×r N = (I × N, g = dt
2 + r(t)2gN) be a warped product
metric. Then, for any constant R, the metric g has constant scalar curvature R
and satisfies (2.1) for a smooth function f depending only on t ∈ I if and only if
the following holds:
(i) (N, gN ) is an Einstein manifold with RicgN = (n− 2)κ0gN , the function r
satisfies
r′′ +
R
n(n− 1)
r = ar1−n
for some constant a, and the constant κ0 satisfies
(r′)2 +
R
n(n− 1)
r2 +
2a
n− 2
r2−n = κ0.
(ii) The function f satisfies
r′f ′ − r′′f = −
1
n− 1
r.
The next result plays an important role in our main theorem of this section. In
what follows, consider Σ0 as a connected component of the boundary f
−1(0) and
M˜0 be the connected component of the open set {x ∈ M ; |∇f | > 0} such that its
closure contains Σ0 and let M0 = M˜0 ∪ Σ0. With this consideration in mind, the
same spliting result, obtained by Miao and Tam in [18, Lemma 4.2], holds for a
critical metric under the assumption which the manifold is Bach-flat.
Proposition 2. Let (Mn, g, f) be a Bach-flat Miao-Tam critical metric. Then,
there exist a constant δ0 > 0 such that (M0, g) is isometric to a warped product
([0, δ0) × Σ0, dt
2 + r2gΣ0), where r > 0 is a smooth warped function on [0, δ0)
and gΣ0 is the induced metric on Σ0 from g. Moreover, f on M0 depends only on
t ∈ [0, δ) and Σ0 is an Einstein manifold.
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Remark 3. Let us highlight that the proposition 1 and proposition 2 jointly with
Lemma 4.4 in [18] give a complete solution to the fundamental equation (2.1) for a
Bach-flat case except in the critical set of f.
Remark 4. We point out that our warped product critical metrics, obtained under
Bach-flat assumption, has level sets as an Einstein manifold instead of constant
sectional curvature as in [18].
Therefore, after this local splitting result, we are ready to build the complete
solution to a Miao-Tam critical metric under Bach-flat assumption, proceeding
exactly as in [18]. Indeed, we use Lemma 4.4 in [18] in order to get that the
boundary has at most two connected components and, then, it suffices to use the
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in the referred paper to conclude this strong result. More
precisely, we have established the following result.
Theorem 2. Let (Mn, g, f) be a Bach-flat Miao-Tam critical metric. Suppose
that the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of (n− 1)∆g +R is nonnegative, where R is the
scalar curvature of g.
(i) If Σ is disconnected, then Σ has exactly two connected components and
(M, g) is isometric to (I × N, ds2 + r2h) where I is a finite interval in R
containing the origin 0, (N, h) is a compact (without boundary) Einstein
manifold with Ric = (n − 2)κ0h, for some constant κ0, r is a positive
function on I satisfying r′(0) = 0 and
r′′ +
R
n(n− 1)
r = ar1−n
for some constant a > 0, and the constant κ0 satisfies
(r′)2 +
R
n(n− 1)
r2 +
2a
n− 2
r2−n = κ0.
(ii) If Σ is connected, then (M, g) is either isometric to a geodesic ball in a
simply connected space form Rn, Hn, Sn, or (M, g) is covered by one of the
above mentioned warped product in (i) with a covering group Z2.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 we deduce the following rigidity
result.
Corollary 2. Let (Mn, g, f) be a simply connected, Bach-flat Miao-Tam criti-
cal metric with boundary isometric to a standard sphere Sn−1. Then (Mn, g) is
isometric to a geodesic ball in a simply connected space form Rn, Hn, or Sn.
4. Critical metrics with harmonic Weyl tensor
In this section, we focus on the classification of Miao-Tam critical metric with
harmonic Weyl tensor. The main idea is to use the methods of Yun, Chang and
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Hwang [21, 22], where the authors classified the well-known critical point equation
(CPE metrics) under harmonicity of the Weyl tensor.
In what follows we shall consider (Mn, g), (n ≥ 3), as a n-dimensional Miao-
Tam critical metric with harmonic Weyl tensor, (i.e., divW = 0), smooth boundary
∂M and constant scalar curvature R such that the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of
(n − 1)∆g + R on M is positive. As mentioned before, the potential function f
satisfies f > 0 in the interior of M and, if ν denotes the outward unit normal to
∂M, then 〈∇f, ν〉 < 0 on each connected component of ∂M.
In order to prove the Theorem 1, we will initially show that at a regular point
q ∈M , we obtain ∇f as an eigenvector for Ricci tensor.
Lemma 6. Let (Mn, g, f) be a Miao-Tam critical metric with divW = 0. Suppose
q ∈ M is a regular point of f , i.e., |∇f |(q) 6= 0. Then, ∇f is an eigenvector for
Ric.
Proof. In fact, we consider an orthonormal frame {e1, . . . , en} diagonalizing Ric at
a point q ∈ Mn such that ∇f(q) 6= 0, namely, we have that Ric(ei) = αiei, where
αi are the associated eigenvalues.
Now, from (2.8) jointly with Eq. (2.14) and our hypotheses about Weyl tensor,
we deduce that
0 = fCijk∇kf = Tijk∇kf
and, consequently, we use the definition (2.13) to infer
Rjk∇kf∇if −Rik∇kf∇jf = 0.
Computing this last expression at q ∈M, we get
(4.1) (αj − αi)∇if∇jf = 0.
Hence, if we consider the following nonempty set L = {i;∇if 6= 0} then, from (4.1)
we have αi = α, for all i ∈ L, and consequently
Ric(∇f) = Ric
(∑
i∈L
∇ifei
)
=
∑
i∈L
∇ifαiei = α∇f.
This is what we want to prove. 
Now, we shall obtain some properties at a regular point ofMn under harmonicity
of Weyl tensor. In what follows, let q ∈ Mn be an arbitrary regular point and
consider an orthonormal frame {e1, e2, ..., en} in a neighborhood of q contained in
M such that e1 = −
∇f
|∇f | .
Firstly, by direct computation using the twice contracted second Bianchi identity
together with the Equations (2.1) and (2.5), we get
div(R˚ic∇f) = ∇i(R˚ij∇jf) = R˚ij∇i∇jf = f |R˚ic|
2.(4.2)
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On the other hand, from Lemma 6 we immediately have R˚ic(∇f) = R˚11∇f and,
consequently, we may deduce
div(R˚ic∇f) = ∇i(R˚11∇if)
= 〈∇R˚11,∇f〉+ R˚11∆f
= 〈∇R˚11,∇f〉 −
Rf + n
n− 1
R˚11.(4.3)
Hence, comparing (4.2) with (4.3), we get the following identity
(4.4) f |R˚ic|2 = 〈∇R˚11,∇f〉 −
Rf + n
n− 1
R˚11.
In the sequel, from (2.14) jointly with the fact that ∇f is an eigenvector for Ric,
we obtain a very useful equality for our purpose, namely, for all 2 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
0 = Ti1j +Wi1j1|∇f |
=
n− 1
n− 2
(
Rij −
R
n− 1
gij +R11gij +
n− 2
n− 1
Wi1j1
)
|∇f |
=
n− 1
n− 2
(
R˚ij +
R˚11
n− 1
gij +
n− 2
n− 1
Wi1j1
)
|∇f |,
that is,
(4.5) R˚ij +
R˚11
n− 1
gij +
n− 2
n− 1
W νij = 0,
for all 2 ≤ i, j ≤ n, where W νij = Wi1j1. In particular, we get the following expres-
sion for the squared norm of the traceless Ricci tensor:
|R˚ic|2 = R˚211 +
n∑
i,j≥2
R˚2ij
= R˚211 +
n∑
i,j≥2
(
R˚11
n− 1
gij
)2
+
(
n− 2
n− 1
)2 n∑
i,j≥2
W 2i1j1
=
n
n− 1
R˚211 +
(
n− 2
n− 1
)2
|W ν |2.(4.6)
We now gives a couple of lemmas which are essential to conclusion of the main
result of this paper.
Lemma 7. Let (M, g, f) be a Miao-Tam critical metric with harmonic Weyl tensor.
Then, for any regular point, we have
1
2
∇f(|R˚ic|2) = 2fR˚11|R˚ic|
2 − ftr(R˚ic
3
)−∆fR˚211 −
∆f
n
|R˚ic|2.
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Proof. To begin with, since the Cotton tensor vanishes on Mn (see Eq. (2.8)), we
deduce that
1
2
∇f(|R˚ic|2) = R˚ij∇kf∇kR˚ij
= R˚ij∇kf∇iR˚kj
= R˚ij(∇i(R˚kj∇kf)−∇i∇kfR˚kj).
Thus, as we already know that R˚ic(∇f) = R˚11∇f , then the above expression can
be rewritten in the following way
1
2
∇f(|R˚ic|2) = R˚ij∇iR˚11∇jf + R˚11R˚ij∇i∇jf
−fRikR˚ijR˚jk − (∆f + 1)|R˚ic|
2
= R˚11〈∇R˚11,∇f〉+ fR˚11|R˚ic|
2 − ftr(R˚ic
3
)
−
R
n
f |R˚ic|2 − (∆f + 1)|R˚ic|2.
Therefore, it follows immediately from equations (4.4) and (2.2) that
1
2
∇f(|R˚ic|2) = 2fR˚11|R˚ic|
2 −∆fR˚211 + R˚11f |R˚ic|
2
−ftr(R˚ic
3
) +
(n− 1)∆f + n
n
|R˚ic|2 − (∆f + 1)|R˚ic|2
= 2fR˚11|R˚ic|
2 −∆fR˚211 − ftr(R˚ic
3
)−
∆f
n
|R˚ic|2,
as desired. 
Proceeding, we combine (4.4) jointly with Lemma 7 in order to get the following
expression
1
2
(
n− 2
n− 1
)2
∇f(|W ν |2) =
1
2
∇f(|R˚ic|2)−
n
n− 1
R˚11〈∇f,∇R˚11〉
= 2fR˚11|R˚ic|
2 − ftr(R˚ic
3
)−∆fR˚211 −
∆f
n
|R˚ic|2
−
n
n− 1
(fR˚11|R˚ic|
2 −∆fR˚211)
=
n− 2
n− 1
fR˚11|R˚ic|
2 − ftr(R˚ic
3
) +
∆f
n
(
|R˚ic|2 −
n
n− 1
R˚211
)
.
This identity should be summarized in the following result.
Lemma 8. Let (M, g, f) be a Miao-Tam critical metric with harmonic Weyl tensor.
Then, for any regular point, we have
1
2
(
n− 2
n− 1
)2
∇f(|W ν |2) =
n− 2
n− 1
fR˚11|R˚ic|
2 − ftr(R˚ic
3
)−
(
n− 2
n− 1
)2
∆f
n
|W ν |2.
Finally, to prove the next result , we need the following Bochner type-formula
established for V -static metrics which was proved by the first author and Ribeiro
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Jr. in [3]. Here, for our purpose, we write this result just for Miao-Tam critical
metrics with harmonic Weyl curvature.
Proposition 3. Let (Mn, g, f) be a Miao-Tam critical metric with harmonic Weyl
tensor. Then we have:
1
2
div(f∇|Ric|2) = |∇Ric|2f +
n
n− 1
|R˚ic|2 +
2
n− 1
Rf |R˚ic|2
+
2n
n− 2
ftr(R˚ic
3
)− 2fWijklRikRjl.
Now, we are in position to present our last lemma in order to classify such critical
metrics under harmonicity of the Weyl tensor. More precisely, we have the following
result.
Lemma 9. Let (M, g, f) be a Miao-Tam critical metric with harmonic Weyl tensor.
Then, for any regular point, we have
n− 2
n− 1
div(|W ν |2∇f) = −fWijklRikRjl.
Proof. From Lemma 8 we achieve
n− 2
n− 1
div(|W ν |2∇f) =
n− 2
n− 1
|W ν |2∆f +
n− 2
n− 1
∇f(|W ν |2)
=
(n− 2)2
n(n− 1)
|W ν |2∆f + 2fR˚11|R˚ic|
2 −
2(n− 1)
n− 2
ftr(R˚ic
3
).
Hence, substituting (4.6) in the above expression, we arrive at
n− 2
n− 1
div(|W ν |2∇f) =
n− 1
n
∆f |R˚ic|2 −∆fR˚211 + 2fR˚11|R˚ic|
2
−
2(n− 1)
n− 2
ftr(R˚ic
3
).(4.7)
On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 3 that
1
2
∇f(|R˚ic|2) = −
1
2
f∆|R˚ic|2 +
1
2
div(f∇|R˚ic|2)
= −
(
1
2
∆|R˚ic|2 − |∇Ric|2
)
f +
n
n− 1
|R˚ic|2 + 2B,(4.8)
where B is the function defined by
B =
1
n− 1
fR|R˚ic|2 +
n
n− 2
ftr(R˚ic
3
)− fWijklRikRjl.
A straightforward computation shows that the function B defined above assume
the following form
B = f(RijRikRjk −RikRjlRijkl),
see for instance, [3, Lemma 4]. Hence, by Lemma 1 jointly with the fact that M
has constant scalar curvature and harmonic Weyl tensor, we arrive at
1
2
f∆|Ric|2 = f |∇Ric|2 +B,
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which combined with (4.8) yields
1
2
∇f(|R˚ic|2) =
n
n− 1
|R˚ic|2 +B
= −∆f |R˚ic|2 +
n
n− 2
ftr(R˚ic
3
)− fWijklRikRjl.
Therefore, after we compare this expression with Lemma 7, it is not difficult to
see that
−fWijklRikRjl =
n− 1
n
∆f |R˚ic|2 −∆fR˚211 + 2fR˚11|R˚ic|
2 −
2(n− 1)
n− 2
ftr(R˚ic
3
)
=
n− 2
n− 1
div(|W ν |2∇f),
where in the last equality we have used (4.7). This finishes the proof of the lemma.

4.1. Proof of the Theorem 1.
Proof. In what follows, consider Σ0 as a connected component of the boundary
f−1(0) and M˜0 be the connected component of the open set {x ∈ M ; |∇f | > 0}
such that its closure contains Σ0 and let M0 = M˜0∪Σ0. Next, for ǫ > 0 sufficiently
small, we will consider the set Vǫ = {0 ≤ f ≤ ǫ} ∩M0.
The main idea is to prove that W (·,∇f, ·,∇f) vanishes on Vǫ and, as we will
see, this is sufficient in order to conclude our theorem. In fact, combining Lemma 8
and 9 we deduce
n− 2
n− 1
fWijklRikRjl = −
(
n− 2
n− 1
)2
(|W ν |2∆f +∇f(|W ν |2))
= −
(
n− 2
n− 1
)2
|W ν |2∆f −
2(n− 2)
n− 1
fR˚11|R˚ic|
2
+2ftr(R˚ic
3
) + 2
(
n− 2
n− 1
)2
∆f
n
|W ν |2
=
1
n
(
n− 2
n− 1
)3
|W ν |2(fR+ n)−
2(n− 2)
n− 1
fR˚11|R˚ic|
2
+2ftr(R˚ic
3
).
So, since f |Σ0 = 0, it is immediate to check that |W
ν |2 ≡ 0 on Σ0. In addition, still
restricted to the boundary Σ0, we may use the equality (4.5), to infer
R˚ij = −
R˚11
n− 1
gij ,
for all 2 ≤ i, j ≤ n, and this allows us to conclude, jointly with Lemma 6, that
WijklRikRjl =
∑
i,j 6=1
WijklRikRjl =
(
R
n
−
R˚11
n− 1
)
WijilRjl = 0,
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where in the last step we have used that Weyl tensor has trace-free in any two
indices.
Next, take ζ > 0 arbitrary and after a straightforward computation, we get
div((ζ + |W ν |2)∇f)
∣∣∣
Σ0
= −
nζ
n− 1
< 0.
Thus, by continuity of the function div((ζ+ |W ν|2)∇f) there exist ǫ0 > 0 (possibly
smaller than ǫ) such that
(4.9) div((ζ + |W ν |2)∇f) < 0,
on Vǫ0 = {0 ≤ f ≤ ǫ0} ∩M0. For simplicity, we will also denote this new neighbor-
hood by Vǫ. Next, it is not difficult to see, using (4.9), that the following inequality
is true
div(|W ν |2∇f)
∣∣∣
Vǫ
= −ζ∆f + div((ζ + |W ν |2)∇f)
<
ζR
n− 1
f +
ζn
n− 1
.
Thus, when ζ → 0, we conclude that
div(|W ν |2∇f)
∣∣∣
Vǫ
≤ 0.
In the sequel, using Lemma 8 again jointly with Stokes’ theorem, we may deduce
0 ≤
∫
Vǫ
fWijklRikRjl = −
n− 2
n− 1
∫
Vǫ
div(|W ν |2∇f)
= −
n− 2
n− 1
∫
{f=0}
|W ν |2〈∇f, ν0〉 −
n− 2
n− 1
∫
{f=ǫ}
|W ν |2〈∇f, νǫ〉
= −
n− 2
n− 1
∫
{f=ǫ}
|W ν |2|∇f | ≤ 0,
where ν0 = −
∇f
|∇f | and νǫ =
∇f
|∇f | denotes the outward unit normal to Σ0 = {f = 0}
and {f = ǫ}, respectively. Therefore,
div(|W ν |2∇f) = −
n− 1
n− 2
fWijklRikRjl = 0,
on Vǫ, and
W ν |{f=ǫ} ≡ 0.
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Hence, upon taking the Stokes’ theorem combined with the two above informa-
tions, we have that
0 =
∫
Vǫ
fdiv(|W ν |2∇f)dMg
=
∫
Vǫ
div(f |W ν |2∇f)dMg −
∫
Vǫ
|W ν |2|∇f |2
=
∫
{f=ǫ}
f |W ν |2|∇f |dσ −
∫
Vǫ
|W ν |2|∇f |2
= −
∫
Vǫ
|W ν |2|∇f |2,
which implies that W ν ≡ 0 on Vǫ.
In order to proceed, we recall that choosing appropriate coordinates, namely,
harmonic coordinates, we conclude that the function f and the metric g are real
analytic (for more details see, for instance, [10, Proposition 2.8]). Consequently,
since we already know that W ν ≡ 0 in the open set Vǫ, we must obtain W
ν ≡ 0 on
M.
Finally, using (2.14) and the definition of tensor Tijk we get
|Tijk|
2 = −TijkWijkl∇lf = −
n− 1
n− 2
Wijkl∇lf(∇jfRik −∇ifRjk) = 0.
Then T ≡ 0 and we are in position to use Lemma 2 to conclude that M is a
Bach-flat manifold. So, the proof is completed. 
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